
Big History Project:  
Introducing BHP Score 
BHP Score is a new essay scoring service developed in partnership with ASU. Available free of charge to 
any teacher, it ensures teachers and students get high quality, consistent feedback. And teachers get back 
what they need most—time.

Big History Project: Free, Online, and Awesome
BHP encourages teachers and students to ask the big questions about our Universe, our planet, life, and humanity while 
exploring 13.8 billion years of history through engaging videos, animations, articles, and classroom activities. 

• Flexible, adaptable: optimize your course for middle- or high-school students in any technology environment 
• 100% online: always up to date, easily accessible, easy to download, and print
• Customizable: teach the course over a year or a semester, aligned to CCSS, NGSS, C3, or any state standard

Student Writing: Real Impact
Writing skills are foundational to the Big History Project and we have 
been carefully studying the impact on student writing for more than 
three years. By offering a wide variety of texts, Investigations (similar 
to DBQs), and exercises teachers can regularly and purposefully help 
students develop their writing skills. 

BHP Score: Free, High-Quality Feedback
Good writing requires regular practice and clear, consistent feedback. 
This isn’t always easy with the time pressures teachers face. BHP 
Score is a new service delivered through a partnership with ASU that 
provides high-quality feedback for any teacher in the program.

The BHP Score service:

1. Gives you the gift of time by enabling you to spend time 
focusing on teaching rather than hours of monotonous grading

2. Provides high-quality feedback: teachers and students get 
consistent, unbiased reports from trained evaluators

3. Is always free and confidential: there is no charge for the 
program and all student and school data are completely 
anonymized University of Michigan. Sample BHP writing 

assignment scores.



How It Works
 · Students input essays via online form

 · Teacher submits all essays to ASU with one click

 · Evaluators reviews essays against the BHP Writing Rubric. Detailed scores, comments and reports returned to teacher via 
e-mail

 · Teacher and students discuss scores and strategize how to improve writing

Writing rubric performance results Class performance results
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What Teachers Are Saying

How to Enroll

First, be sure to register for the Big History Project at: http://school.bighistoryproject.com. It is free, fast, and easy. 

If you are interested in learning more about BHP Score, email us at score@bighistoryproject.com. 

BHP Score gives students a concrete tool for making 
their writing better.  

                                   —Jami McLing, BHP Teacher, ID

Score has freed up time for me to work on differentiating 
my instruction instead of focusing all my time and energy 
on grading and feedback.

                                  —Rachel Hansen, BHP Teacher, IA
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